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Abstract Trajectory design in chaotic regimes allows for the exploitation of sys-
tem dynamics to achieve certain behaviors. For example, for the Transiting Ex-
oplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission, the selected science orbit represents a
stable option well-suited to meet the mission objectives. Extended analysis of
particular solutions nearby in the phase space reveals transitions into desirable
terminal modes induced by natural dynamics. This investigation explores the tra-
jectory behavior and borrows from flow-based analysis strategies to characterize
modes of such a motion. Perturbed initial states from a TESS-like orbit are evolved
to supply motion suitable for contingency analysis. Through the associated analy-
sis, mechanisms are identified that drive the spacecraft into particular modes and
supply conditions necessary for such transitions.
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1 Introduction

Trajectory design in chaotic regimes where complex motion is imparted from var-
ious gravitational sources allows for the exploitation of the natural dynamics to
achieve desirable orbital behaviors. In the case of the Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS) mission, the science orbit is designed as a 2:1 resonant orbit with
respect to the lunar orbital period in the Earth–Moon system (Dichmann et al.
2014). A particular solution resembling the TESS science orbit reflects this reso-
nance configuration and is depicted in both the Earth Mean Equatorial J2000 and
the Earth–Moon rotating frames in Figure 1. Ten periods of the spacecraft path
(throughout five sidereal lunar cycles) are illustrated, and the associated evolution
is indicated by color, ranging from blue to red through a traditional spectrum color
mapping. During the nominal 2–4 year mission, the spacecraft will observe distant
stars with the goal of identifying extrasolar planets, and the selected science orbit
represents a stable option that is well-suited to meet the mission objectives.

Long-term analysis of particular solutions that are nearby the TESS science
orbit in phase space, reveals transitions into desirable terminal modes induced
by the natural dynamics. This investigation explores various components of the
trajectory behavior and borrows from flow-based strategies (Anderson et al. 2003;
Harden et al. 2014; Short and Howell 2014; Short et al. 2015) to characterize modes
of the trajectory. The ultimate goal is the identification and characterization of
the mechanism that drives the spacecraft into a particular mode as well as the
conditions necessary for such a transition.

The dynamical regime corresponding to the TESS mission trajectory presents
many complex and chaotic interactions. While the science orbit associated with
the TESS spacecraft has been numerically demonstrated to be operationally sta-
ble (Dichmann et al. 2014), higher-fidelity effects allow for the possibility of un-
predictable behavior over longer time intervals. Such a situation is well-suited
to analysis of force component contributions for the purpose of potentially fab-
ricating transitions into desirable modes. Well-known analysis strategies for in-
vestigating trajectory behavior are augmented by computations of Cauchy–Green
eigenmetrics. A combination of approaches may enable exploitation of the natural
dynamics to accomplish mission objectives.

While this paper explores a specific example case, that of the TESS science or-
bit, various aspects of the general methodology represent the primary contribution
of the work. An overview of the high-level strategy helps to establish context:

1. An initial region of phase space, centered on a state of interest, is selected.
2. The phase-space region is allowed to evolve under the dynamical flow.
3. Traditional analysis methods augmented with flow-based strategies are imple-

mented to identify salient behaviors.
4. Chaotic transitions are noted, and potential triggers are identified if possible.
5. Transitions are artificially induced by emulation at desirable times, subject to

specific mission constraints.

This strategy may be applied generically and, in this case, finds an effective illus-
tration in the TESS mission.

Relevant notions related to orbital resonance in general, as well as the partic-
ular resonance associated with the TESS mission orbit, serve as a basis for the
investigation. Fundamentals of flow-based strategies and a summary of the dy-
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(a) Earth Mean Equatorial of J2000 View (b) Earth–Moon Rotating Frame View

Fig. 1 10 Periods of a TESS-like Science Orbit Computed in an Ephemeris Model

namical system models are also offered; some material follows directly from Short
and Howell (2014) as well as Short et al. (2015). Several strategies for increas-
ing the understanding of the long-term behavior of the TESS science orbit are
highlighted in the analysis. These strategies include a discussion of perturbation
theory, particularly with respect to the Kozai parameter, and inspection of model
components. The examination of orbital elements and frequency components over
time supplies some additional insight. A flow-based approach lends context to
particular solutions and the effects of perturbations on these solutions. Finally,
conditions for achieving particular results that display desirable behavior modes
are offered prior to a few concluding remarks.

2 Background

2.1 Resonant orbits and TESS

Many interesting natural solar system behaviors can only be understood within
the context of resonances that exist between the motions of the associated bod-
ies. Recently, efforts to exploit resonance for spacecraft trajectory design have
become a focus for practical applications. In particular, researchers have explored
the possibility of harnessing resonant orbits for transfer trajectories (Parker and
Lo 2004; Anderson and Lo 1996; Vaquero and Howell 2014), and for stable orbits
with desirable repeating motions (Carrico et al. 2011; Dichmann et al. 2014, 2015).
Such strategies support useful mission options, and reflect the potential afforded
by carefully navigating a chaotic design space.
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Of particular relevance for spacecraft trajectories are orbit-orbit resonances.
Such resonances are those where the spacecraft’s motion repeats in a near-integer
ratio relationship with the motion of a massive system body. For example, in the
Earth–Moon system, the Moon orbits the Earth once every sidereal period, q, of
∼27.3 days. A spacecraft moving in the Earth–Moon system with a characteristic
period, p, that is some multiple of the Moon’s period is said to be moving in a
p:q resonance with the Moon. If the spacecraft completes two revolutions for each
revolution of the Moon, this resonance is designated as a 2:1 resonance. Such exact
integer ratio behaviors only appear in simple models of the dynamical system
behavior. However, within higher-fidelity-model contexts, motion that oscillates
about such resonances frequently persists and is often reflective of stable behavior.

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission orbit is selected in a
nearly 2:1 resonance with the Moon in the Earth–Moon system. Thus, the orbit is
characteristic of a period roughly half that of the lunar sidereal period, or ∼13.67
days. The TESS mission uses a lunar flyby to reach its science orbit (Dichmann
et al. 2014). The lunar flyby is required to raise perigee to 17 Earth radii (re), and
to raise inclination. The post-flyby apogee radius, approximately 80 re, is chosen
to achieve the desired phasing: When the spacecraft reaches perigee after flyby,
the spacecraft is nearly aligned with the Moon. In practice a misalignment as high
as 35o is acceptable. At the post-flyby perigee, a Period Adjust Maneuver (PAM)
is performed to lower apogee to 59 re thereby achieving the resonance orbit period
of 13.67 days. When the spacecraft reaches apogee one-half revolution later, the
Moon has traveled a quarter of its orbit, so at spacecraft apogee the spacecraft-
Earth-Moon angle is around 90o ± 35o.

While the orbit does not generally complete exactly two revolutions for each
revolution of the Moon, it can be described as “in oscillation” about such a res-
onance (Dichmann et al. 2014). The orbit resonance implies that at spacecraft
apogee the spacecraft-Earth-Moon angle remains around 90o. This is called the
Lunar Resonant Phasing (LRP) condition. The LRP condition prevents close ap-
proaches with the Moon and helps to achieve operational stability. It is convenient
to observe such motion in a rotating frame fixed on the motion of the Moon about
the Earth. Such a representation appears in the right panel of Figure 1.

It is desirable for the spacecraft orbit to be operationally stable, requiring
no stationkeeping, upon entering and for the 2–4 year duration of the science
phase of the trajectory. Throughout the nominal mission and for, at least, 100
years beyond the end of the mission,1 the spacecraft trajectory is also required
to avoid the geosynchronous orbital band at all times. The trajectory is designed
to satisfy this requirement throughout all mission phases and employs a “dispose-
in-place” strategy after the end of the mission. However, extended analysis of the
trajectory reveals particular modes where the spacecraft behavior can settle into
motion consistent with the avoidance of the geosynchronous band. These modes are
trajectory phases induced by the natural dynamics but, without a more complete
understanding of the dynamical environment, it is not certain that a perturbation
or disturbance would not shift the modes into some undesirable behavior.

1 The original mission requirement to maintain an orbital altitude above GEO for 100 years
has since been relaxed to 30 years. This relaxation is due to analysis indicating that the TESS
mission orbit behavior is not definitively predictable beyond 30 years. This analysis is discussed
in Dichmann et al. (2016), and is supported by the work described in the current paper.
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2.2 Flow-based analysis

The Cauchy–Green Strain Tensor (CGST or CG tensor) describes the relative
stretching of nearby trajectories over a given time interval. As such, the CGST
offers a means for identifying relatively larger or smaller directions of expansion.
For example, this relative information can be identified from the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the tensor, such as the Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE)
values that are obtained from the Cauchy–Green eigenvalues. The CGST is com-
puted using the familiar State Transition Matrix (STM), a matrix that describes
the impact of initial state variations on the behavior along trajectories over time.
This STM can be calculated by directly observing the effects of perturbed trajec-
tories, or by integrating the first-order variational equations relative to the system
equations of motion.

The flow map, φtto(xo), represents the state of the system that has evolved
to a final time t from an initial state xo at time to. The matrix product, C =
Φtto(xo)TΦtto(xo), is the Cauchy–Green strain tensor (Smith 1993), and the indi-

vidual matrix, Φtto(xo) =
dφt

to
(xo)

dxo
, is the STM evaluated along the arc at time t

(here, T indicates the matrix transpose). Since the state transition matrix supplies
the evolution of infinitesimal perturbations to an initial variational state of the
system, the Cauchy–Green strain tensor represents a natural object that reveals
the growth or decay of these perturbations. For example, if several adjacent, initial
state vectors are separated by small perturbations and subsequently evolved for
a prescribed time, the Jacobian is estimated (here, using two dimensions as an
example) as described by Haller (2001) via finite differencing such as,

Φtto(xo)

∣∣∣∣
(i,j)

=
dφtto(xo)

dxo

∣∣∣∣
(i,j)

=

[
xi+1,j(t)−xi−1,j(t)
xi+1,j(to)−xi−1,j(to)

xi,j+1(t)−xi,j−1(t)
yi,j+1(to)−yi,j−1(to)

yi+1,j(t)−yi−1,j(t)
xi+1,j(to)−xi−1,j(to)

yi,j+1(t)−yi,j−1(t)
yi,j+1(to)−yi,j−1(to)

]
, (1)

where the indices i and j indicate relative initial perturbations in either positive
or negative senses away from the x and y state components as appropriate.

Various schemes exist for calculating the Jacobian, including numerical inte-
gration of the variational equations, direct calculation from a grid of points, as
in Equation (1), or through the use of an auxiliary grid as described by Faraz-
mand and Haller (2012). Direct computation from a grid of points that covers the
domain of the simulation allows for the determination of the FTLE in systems
where variational equations are not available. Selecting an appropriate grid spac-
ing facilitates the identification of flow features consistent with the order of the
grid spacing. A mesh with inadequate resolution may exclude some structures.
However, an auxiliary grid that brackets each of the primary grid points increases
the accuracy of the resulting Jacobian.

Available from the CGST, the largest finite-time Lyapunov exponent1, is a
common metric that quantifies the relative stretching and stability of nearby phase
space states as they evolve over time. The FTLE essentially measures the stretch-
ing between adjacent trajectories over a prescribed time interval. Mathematically,
the calculation of the FTLE is fairly straightforward—it is the largest normalized

1 While there are as many FTLE values as dimensions in the phase space, the largest finite-
time Lyapunov exponent is denoted the FTLE value of interest in this analysis.
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eigenvalue of
√

Φtto(xo)TΦtto(xo), i.e., the square root of the Cauchy–Green tensor,

C. Thus, the FTLE is evaluated from the expression,

λ =
1

|T | lnσn
(√

C
)
, (2)

where σn() is the operation that extracts the largest eigenvalue of the operand.
The parameter T = t− to is both the truncation time for the computation of the
FTLE value and a means of normalizing this value.

Also available from the Cauchy–Green tensor are the directions of extremal
stretching in phase space. The evolution of a portion of the phase space over time
is related to σi and ξi. Specifically, stretching occurs along the eigenvector, ξi,
proportional to

√
σi, ∣∣Dφtto(xo)ξi

∣∣ =
√
σi |ξi| , (3)

where Dφ represents partial differentiation of the flow map φ with respect to the
state variables—geometrically, the deformation of the phase space induced by the
flow. Consequently, the greatest degree of stretching occurs along the eigenvector,
ξn, associated with the largest eigenvalue, σn. This notion is illustrated in Figure 2,
where the double-headed red arrow represents ξn and the double-headed blue

Fig. 2 Stretching Associated with Eigenvectors of the Cauchy–Green Tensor

arrow conveys the remaining directions. As with the largest FTLE value, λ, the
eigendirection, ξn, associated with the largest eigenvalue of C is also a focus.

Specific analysis strategies are utilized to explore a TESS-like solution. Obser-
vation of the orbital characteristics, augmented with predictive FTLE data, indi-
cates when the trajectory is expected to evolve into different modes. The largest
finite-time Lyapunov exponent provides a single measure that describes the mag-
nitude of divergence along a path for a given time horizon. Of special interest,
for the purposes of this effort, is the model-agnostic nature of the FTLE—such
a metric can be calculated for trajectory arcs regardless of the underlying model
complexity or characterization. Values for the finite-time Lyapunov exponent may
be computed for simplified models and compared with corresponding values from
propagations in higher-fidelity models. Moreover, careful selection of the time hori-
zon and the calculation strategy for the FTLE can yield a useful profile that effec-
tively predicts and characterizes general trajectory trends. In this analysis, FTLE
profiles supply a signature of conditions that can “trigger” shifts in a particular
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solution such that it exhibits various modes of behavior and reveal the transitions
between such modes.

Careful inspection of the effects of the model components before, during and af-
ter transitions in trajectory behavior raises the possibility for artificially producing
such a transition by design. The flow-based FTLE profile suggests a “signature”
for trajectory-shifting behavior. Illustrated in Figure 3 is an FTLE profile consis-
tent with a 100-year propagation of the TESS-like orbit. This profile is created
by compositing state-transition matrices to form a 1.2-year time horizon for each
data point (note where the FTLE profile drops to zero as the time horizon extends
beyond the 100-year mark). The time horizon of 1.2 years is selected empirically.

The FTLE profile indicates that the trajectory shifts between different types
of behavior modes. Generally, there is some correlation with osculating orbital el-
ements, particularly eccentricity, as larger values of the FTLE are consistent with
trajectory behavior exhibiting lower perigee radii (rp) and higher radii of apogee
(ra), while lower FTLE values indicate trajectory phases with higher rp and lower
ra. However, the FTLE profile also conveys a measure of relative orbital stability
under perturbations as trajectory segments characteristic of low FTLE values also
reflect a lower propensity for trajectory divergence. Profiles of FTLE values essen-
tially summarize transitional behavior. Knowledge of qualitative transitions, and
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Fig. 3 FTLE Profile for 100-Year TESS-like Science Orbit Propagation

when they might occur, allows for investigation of these behaviors through analysis
of the system characteristics. Inspection of the gravitational system geometry and
the spacecraft trajectory may yield specific conditions that allow for trajectory
shifts into desirable modes. Such an analysis is reflected in this investigation.
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2.3 System models

Some key space environments involve multiple significant gravity fields. As such,
it is often necessary to incorporate as many of these gravity fields as possible into
the governing models to ensure accurate simulation and to capture the essential
features of the dynamical interactions. Models directly incorporating more than
two gravitating point-mass bodies, however, offer no general analytical solutions,
and introduce additional complexities, which may be small but significant. Formu-
lating the problem in terms of three bodies produces a model sufficiently complex
to reveal many important characteristics while remaining tractable. However, the
general three-body problem possesses no comprehensive, closed-form solution (Di-
acu 1996). Thus, additional simplifications offer significant insight.

The computation of the CGST is not contingent upon any assumptions in
the derivation of the system differential equations, and can be applied to systems
modeled with various levels of fidelity. Analysis based on the Cauchy–Green tensor
remains valid regardless of the complexity of the model. In this investigation, vari-
ous levels of model fidelity, including those consistent with the Circular Restricted
three-body Problem (CRP), the Elliptic Restricted three-body Problem (ERP),
a BiCircular four-body Problem (BCP), and particular EPHemeris formulations
(EPH), are all employed. All of these models represent the inclusion of some nat-
ural behavior, and comparisons of the behavior consistent with each model can
reveal an associated impact on the trajectory evolution. Some considerations for
each model are summarized.

2.3.1 The circular restricted three-body model

The circular restricted problem incorporates only the effects of the masses of two
larger primaries on a third body of negligible mass, such as a spacecraft. A brief
review of the CRP is useful to illustrate the rotating reference frame and summa-
rize the associated equations of motion. The two primary bodies that appear in
the model are designated as P1 and P2. Position variables, x, y, and z describe
the position of the third body, the spacecraft, with respect to the barycenter of
the primary system, which also serves as the origin of the rotating and inertial
reference frames. The rotating reference frame is defined such that x̂ is directed
from P1 to P2, ẑ is perpendicular to the inertial P2 plane of motion consistent
with orbital angular momentum and ŷ = ẑ × x̂. The system mass parameter is
represented by µ = m2

m1+m2
, a function of the masses of the primary bodies. Addi-

tionally, distances between the third body and the two primaries are denoted ri3.
Specifically, in a coordinate frame that rotates coincident with the circular motion
of the primaries, a system of differential equations that describes the motion of
the third body incorporates the potential function,

U∗ =
1− µ
r13

+
µ

r23
+

1

2
(x2 + y2), (4)

and is written,

ẍ =
∂U∗

∂x
+ 2ẏ, ÿ =

∂U∗

∂y
− 2ẋ, z̈ =

∂U∗

∂z
, (5)

where the first derivatives in x and y appear as a result of the Coriolis acceleration.
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The equations of motion in the circular restricted problem are consistent with
Szebehely (1967) where they admit a single integral of the motion. This integral
is termed the Jacobi constant, and is evaluated as,

CJacobi = 2U∗ − v2, (6)

where v2 = ẋ2+ẏ2+ż2, that is, the square of the magnitude of the relative velocity.
This integral allows for a reduction of order in the problem, frequently serves in an
important role in the definition of surfaces of section, and establishes boundaries
on the physical motion of the third body. These boundaries are defined when v = 0
in Equation (6), separating regions of real and imaginary velocities. The circular
restricted problem represents a model of sufficient complexity to exhibit regions of
both chaotic and ordered behavior. Generally, the focus of analysis in this model
is conceptual understanding and the exploitation of any dynamical structures that
are associated with the chaotic regions to identify useful trajectory arcs. The CRP
model is frequently suitable to yield first-order mission design solutions, but useful
information is often difficult to isolate amidst the chaos and small variations to
initial states can yield large differences in behavior over time.

2.3.2 The elliptic restricted three-body model

Also described in Szebehely is an extension of the CRP that incorporates elliptic
motion of P2 with respect to P1. The reference frame becomes a rotating-pulsating
frame such that x̂ remains directed from P1 to P2 while the characteristic distance
invoked to nondimensionalize the system variables is equal to, and varies with,
P2’s radial distance from P1 as it evolves on its elliptic path. Such an increment in
model fidelity results in a generally nonautonomous system that is time-periodic
and may be rendered autonomous if necessary. The independent variable is defined
as the true anomaly f along the orbit of P2 with equivalences to the nondimen-
sional (nd) time-parameter of the CRP at multiples of π. Thus, introducing these
modifications to the system differential equations of motion can be accomplished
through a change of variables,

w =
U∗

1 + e cos f
, (7)

where e is the orbital eccentricity of the P2 orbit. Differentiation is performed with
respect to f , ()′ := d()

df , and the equations of motion are structurally equivalent to
those in the circular restricted problem, i.e.,

x′′ =
∂w

∂x
+ 2y′, y′′ =

∂w

∂y
− 2x′, z′′ =

∂w

∂z
. (8)

Unlike the CRP, a constant of the motion is not available in the elliptic restricted
problem. This slightly more complex model may aid in isolation of the effects of
second primary’s orbital eccentricity on spacecraft motion.
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2.3.3 The bicircular four-body model

A simplified four-body model, similar to the model utilized by Koon et al. (2002)
and further explored by Blazevski and Ocampo (2012), is also employed. This
model incorporates the influence of a third massive body simultaneously with the
dynamical effects of the two primary bodies in the circular restricted problem. The
additional massive primary is designated P4. Although the system is not coherent,
the Newtonian inverse-square gravity of P4 acts on the spacecraft in addition to
the gravitational effects of the two CRP primaries. The third primary body does
not affect the circular Keplerian orbits of the other primaries. If µ4 = m4

m1+m2
, the

equations of motion remain the same as Equations (5), but the potential function
is now (Guzman 2001),

U∗ =
1− µ
r13

+
µ

r23
+
µ4

r43
+

1

2
(x2 + y2). (9)

Such a four-body model, while still incorporating significant simplifications,
introduces an important transition much like the ERP. The presence of the per-
turbing fourth body results in a nonautonomous system. As in the elliptic model,
the change in the nature of the system decreases the applicability of many of
the dynamical systems tools that are available in the CRP, while completely re-
moving others. Again, a constant of the motion, and, consequently, a convenient
expression for bounds on the motion, is no longer available. Finally, due to the
time-dependent nature of the system, careful consideration is afforded the initial
system geometry.

2.3.4 Ephemeris models

Ephemeris models are formulated to be generally consistent with the previous
models. Such higher-fidelity systems, similar to the model employed by Pavlak and
Howell (2012), are constructed to incorporate position histories for the primary
bodies supplied by the JPL developmental ephemerides. The governing equations
are derived as the n-body relative equations of motion,

r̈ms = −µ2b,s + µ2b,m

r3ms
rms +

n∑
j=1
j 6=s,m

µ2b,j

(
rsj
r3sj
− rmj
r3mj

)
. (10)

Here, µ2b is the familiar mass parameter from the two-body problem, nondimen-
sionalized as appropriate. The position vector, rmj , indicates the position of the
jth body with respect to the central body, m; the subscript s is associated with the
spacecraft. In this model, states defined in the restricted problem are transitioned
to body-centered J2000 states, and vice versa, via an instantaneous rotating frame
defined by the ephemeris states.

Such ephemeris models require additional considerations regarding accuracy
and computation of the CGST. The accuracy of a particular formulation generally
increases as more bodies are included. However, selecting subsets of gravitating
bodies allows for comparisons in model-component effects through Cauchy–Green
metrics. These models naturally involve six-dimensional state vectors and trajec-
tory propagation proceeds in all spatial dimensions. Computation of the Cauchy–
Green tensor employs auxiliary “grid” points about each state variable. Thus, in
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this model, one CGST computation involves the propagation of 12 perturbations.
Given these higher-dimensional considerations, an effective means for parameter-
izing a search space is required, and in this case the CG eigenvector ξn is utilized.

All of these various models ultimately represent contributions to the natural
motions in a system. Different impacts associated with specific motions in two-
or three-body gravitational fields are reflected in each model. Despite the varying
dynamics, motion observed in each model remains subject to the wide applicability
of flow-based analysis. Consequently, comparisons can be made between levels of
model fidelity and particular model components may be isolated as triggers for
specific behaviors through such comparisons.

3 Analysis

Initial explorations in the phase space nearby the TESS science orbit reveal partic-
ular solutions that eventually diverge from the nominal mission orbit but actually
exhibit desirable end-of-life behavior. However, the existence of these alternate
solutions also implies the potential for undesirable divergence, and a better under-
standing of the long-term behavior is necessary. Mission requirements constrain
the perigee radius for the science phase of the trajectory to remain above 6.7 Earth
radii (re) to avoid the geosynchronous satellite belt. To minimize communication
times for data retrieval, perigee should also remain below 22 re for the duration
of the nominal science phase (2–4 years). The TESS mission calls for a dispose-in-
place end-of-life strategy where the spacecraft will continue in the mission orbit,
and avoidance of the GEO belt continues to be required. However, after the sci-
ence phase, the upper bound on rp is no longer critical. Thus, behavior that settles
into an orbit with higher perigee radii has the potential for greater stability while
increasing the distance from the geosynchronous satellites.

To identify solutions that evolve into advantageous behavior modes, and to
better understand the local neighborhood of perturbations near the reference so-
lution, several strategies are invoked. Initially, a single-parameter exploration of
small variations in the rotating-y component of the state at the period adjust
maneuver, that is, the maneuver to enter the TESS science orbit, reveals various
solutions. Among these solutions are those displaying behavior consistent with the
FTLE profile depicted in Figure 3.

Inspection of the long-term behavior of the orbital elements and observation of
individual frequency markers supports the characterization of certain behavioral
transitions. From a particular solution, investigations in terms of small pertur-
bations reveal additional insight into the long-term trajectory behavior. Toggling
model-fidelity and examining the state components aids in illumination of the com-
plexities of the cumulative effects of the various system influences on the space-
craft path over time. Invoking the flow context provides a clear picture of the truly
chaotic nature of the system, and supports identification of potentially useful end-
of-life solutions. A strategy for identifying specific conditions for entering these
solutions is discussed. The chaotic nature of the spacecraft operating environment
supplies many possibilities and all of these varied, but ultimately related, analysis
options lead to a better general understanding of the system.
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3.1 Perturbation theory and the Kozai parameter

Perturbation methods offer useful analysis options for understanding the con-
tributing factors in orbital motion. Colombo (2015) and Colombo et al. (2015)
examine the long-term perturbative effects on highly-elliptical and libration point
orbits, and explore the possibility of engineering desired end-of-life options for var-
ious mission scenarios, including graveyard orbit and re-entry/impact options. The
present analysis focuses on understanding the context associated with the effective
graveyard orbit represented by the TESS dispose-in-place strategy. Rather than
employing analytical or semi-analytical, general perturbation theory, the focus is
on special perturbation analysis through numerical simulation.

As a stepping-off point from general perturbations, consider the evolution of
the Kozai parameter plotted in Figure 4. This parameter reflects a constant of the
motion under the Kozai formulation of the three-body problem where short-term
oscillations due to the third-body perturbation are essentially averaged out (Kozai
1962; Lidov 1962; Dichmann et al. 2014). The Kozai parameter is defined,

K = cos i ·
√

1− e2, (11)

and, similar to the Jacobi constant, is not expected to be conserved in higher-
fidelity models. However, its evolution can be observed when calculated instan-
taneously at each time step along the trajectory using osculating elements. In
Equation (11), i is the inclination of the spacecraft orbit with respect to the lunar
orbital plane, and e is the orbital eccentricity.

As the Kozai mechanism features heavily in the design strategy for the TESS
mission and supports some general trends consistent with the science orbit, (Ganges-
tad et al. 2013; Dichmann et al. 2014) it seems reasonable and appropriate to ini-
tiate the present analysis with a discussion of the behavior of the Kozai parameter
over time. The TESS orbit in the Design Reference Mission (DRM) has been se-
lected for its transitioning behavior. Thus, the evolution of an initial state slightly
perturbed from the TESS DRM trajectory reflects the potential differences in re-
sponses. Gangestad et al. (2013) identify a suitable Kozai parameter to be 0.65 to
maintain the upper and lower constraints on rp. Apparent in Figure 4 is an initial
value of K that oscillates about values lower than 0.65, and then shifts into two
later phases oscillating above 0.65. These differences, aside from being expected
as associated with a different solution, illustrate two relevant points. First, much
of the previous analysis for the TESS DRM focuses on the first few decades of
the mission, and is generally consistent with the results showcased in the orbit
selected for this analysis. Second, these behavior-shifting trends, characteristic in
many of the orbital measures associated with this solution, are reflective of the
different modes through which the trajectory evolves. Various metrics reflect these
modes and their associated transitions more or less clearly. This brief inspection
of the Kozai parameter serves as an introduction to a series of observations that
help establish the perturbed orbit that is investigated in this analysis.

3.2 Orbital elements

Inspection of the evolution of the osculating orbital elements serves to further
establish the long-term behavior exhibited by a given particular solution. Given
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Fig. 4 Evolving Kozai Parameter for TESS-like Science Orbit (Ephemeris Model)

the TESS DRM orbit, perturbations that shift the initial state vector of the Pe-
riod Adjust Maneuver (PAM) are explored. A significant percentage of perturbed
trajectories display qualitatively distinct long-term behaviors and are discussed
further in later sections. As an example, a single “perturbed baseline” trajectory
is inspected initially. Specifically, a modest perturbation to increase the rotating-y
position coupled with a corresponding decrease in the rotating-z position and a
velocity change results in a particular solution characteristic of interesting behav-
ior modes. These modes are apparent in the various panels included in Figure 5
as well as in the evolution of the Kozai parameter depicted in Figure 4. These
panels, all associated with the perturbed sample trajectory, depict the evolution
of each of the osculating Keplerian orbital elements. As necessary, the particular
reference for each of the orbital elements is indicated. Also included in the figure
is the FTLE profile introduced in Figure 3, repeated here for convenience.

There are several notable observations that can be made from the orbital el-
ements concerning the trajectory evolution. From panel (a) in Figure 5, it is ap-
parent that this perturbed, particular solution leads to the spacecraft rp initially
evolving above 22 re after about 10 years. Each of the other panels reveals, to
greater or lesser degree, two additional, major transitions in behavior as the evo-
lution approaches 40 years and just after 60 years. As the radius of perigee increases
above 22 re after 60 years, ra decreases to ∼50 re as seen in panel (b) consistent
with the drop in eccentricity observed in panel (c). This coupled increase in dis-
tance from the Earth and decrease in distance from the lunar orbit represents
additional stabilization of the spacecraft orbit. Each of these effects is reflected
in the FTLE profile of panel (f). This FTLE profile, consistent with look-ahead
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times of ∼1.2 years for each point, clearly indicates and summarizes the mode
shifts along the trajectory while supplying a measure for stability with respect to
perturbations relative to the orbit. Larger values of FTLE indicate more sensitive
regions along the trajectory evolution.

The transitioning behavior observed in both Figures 4 and 5 elicits observa-
tions concerning the numerics of the analysis. The shifts around 40 and 60 years
are abrupt, signaling distinctive ensuing behaviors, and require differentiation from
numerical artifacts. While error associated with numerical integration is inherent
in the propagation process, the sensitivity of the chaotic regime is also relevant. For
example, a very small perturbation, on the order of numerical precision, is sufficient
to shift neighboring trajectory evolutions into dramatically different behaviors over
time. Thus, even small numerical differences will yield different solutions. To help
eliminate error as a cause for the observed mode-shifting behavior, re-creation of
the transitioning behavior is performed independently from its preceding numer-
ical propagation. Additionally, system geometries and cumulative influences are
explored through various methodologies to help better understand the transitions.

3.3 Frequency analysis

Inspection of the frequencies in the “signal” associated with a spacecraft trajectory
can be a useful strategy to identify particular contributions to the motion of the
spacecraft. For example, Bosanac et al. (2013) employ frequency analysis strate-
gies to characterize the impact of including three-body interactions along with
the inverse square pairwise contributions in a three-body system. In Figure 6, the
amplitude density associated with the fundamental frequencies and some subhar-
monics embedded in the time-history of one acceleration component are plotted.
These frequencies are associated with the y component of the spacecraft accelera-
tion as viewed in the rotating-pulsating-librating frame that instantaneously fixes
the Earth and Moon consistent with their ephemerides. Further, the frequency
data are associated with the perturbed baseline trajectory that is evolved under
the Sun–Earth–Moon ephemeris dynamics—the trajectory that is characterized in
Figures 4 and 5. These frequency responses result from discrete Fourier transforms,
implemented numerically as a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), of overlapping data
intervals initiated every four months and spanning 10 years each.

Inspection of the frequency curves in Figure 6 reveals the evolution of the fre-
quency components. The curves are colored by the initial time of the associated
FFT interval, and range from green to red. A representation of how these curves
evolve for a particular frequency is shown in Figure 7. Finally, the data intervals
are pre-processed using a Hanning function (Harris 1978) that yields more distinct
features in the frequency spectrum. Such a windowing reduces the observed ampli-
tudes in the signal. A few of the major accelerations associated with/acting on the
trajectory are labeled. For example, the peak labeled as the ‘Primary Spacecraft
Period’ is associated with the y component of the accelerations from the Earth
and Moon gravity terms in the equations of motion. Since both the Earth and
Moon are instantaneously fixed in the rotating-pulsating-librating frame, the as-
sociated peaks may be considered to emerge as reflections of interactions between
the spacecraft motion and the frame that is derived by the motion of the respec-
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Fig. 5 Osculating Orbital Elements and FTLE Profile
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Fig. 6 Rotating Frame Frequencies in ay from Initial 10 Years of Perturbed Baseline

tive bodies. The solar effects on the spacecraft orbit are associated with the largest
peak as a consequence of the Sun’s very regular, sinusoidal motion in the rotating
frame. However, the peaks associated with the accelerations from the Earth and
Moon are distributed into multiple harmonics, including some higher-frequency
harmonics that are not plotted. This dispersion is a consequence of the evolution
in trajectory behavior over time.

Tracking the amplitudes of various frequency components allows for compar-
isons in relative strength. As the FFT window slides forward in time the frequency
response evolves. Generally, such an evolution would be rendered as a spectrogram.
However, in this case, careful peak tracking is employed to inspect the changing
frequency and amplitude of particular signal components. In Figure 7, a trace of
the signal contribution associated with the peak corresponding to the principal
spacecraft period, as it is reflected in the trajectory’s ay signal, is depicted. The
underlying frequency response (plotted in terms of period) is colored according to
time with earlier peaks colored in green and later peaks colored in red. As this
particular peak evolves, a distinctive difference is observable both in terms of con-
tribution strength to the overall signal as well as in terms of the period of the signal
component. As is apparent in the orbital elements, distinctive modes emerge in the
frequency/period trace over time. Specifically, earlier peaks colored in green are
dissociated from the later ones (consistent with the terminal trajectory behavior)
colored red.

The difference in signal component amplitudes over time from their initial val-
ues may be inspected. Such differences are depicted in Figure 8. Rotating x, y, and
z components are plotted and each of the three peaks with indicated periods from
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(a) From s/c ax Signal

(b) From s/c ay Signal
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(c) From s/c az Signal

Fig. 8 Change in Amplitude for Three Tracked Peaks Over Time

Figure 6 is tracked over time. At each point, the subsequent 10-year evolution is
invoked to construct the discrete Fourier transform. Thus, the time ranges through
the first ninety years of trajectory evolution. Since the frequency evolution can be
interpreted not only as the evolution of spacecraft orbital characteristics but also
as a consequence of the perturbations embedded in the system, it is challenging
to establish any particular behavior as driven by any single factor.

Decomposing the frequency data and comparing the associated time-histories
reveals the change in the net impact of a given component. It is notable that there
are periods of time when both the Earth–Moon and solar impacts in the ax sig-
nal trade off considerably. For example, from about 30–50 years, the Earth–Moon
impact seems to decrease leading into the transitioning phases seen in Figures 3
and 5 around 50–60 years. There is some correlation between the ax signal com-
ponent associated with the “half-period peak” (green line in Figure 9(a)) and the
primary ay contribution (blue line in Figure 9(b)), which indicates a more appar-
ent coupling of these components. While there is little change in the longer-period
responses of the z signal, the associated “half-period” trace is largely reflective of
the spacecraft’s orbital inclination seen in Figure 6(d) or, more directly, it’s out-
of-plane motion in the rotating frame. Further, in an az frequency spectrum, the
∼13.6-day period is dominant with comparable amplitudes to the ∼27.3-day peaks
in Figure 6. Inspection of various frequency components lends some insight into
the trajectory evolution, and additional analysis of lunar and solar contributions
further expands this insight.
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3.4 Additional analysis of solar and lunar contributions

Recognizing that both the Sun and Moon impart significant accelerations to the
spacecraft, it is useful to inspect the interplay between these bodies in terms of
both relative configurations and gravity accelerations. Observation of the relative
geometries of the system at important times lends some insight. Further, a quanti-
tative analysis of the relative impacts of lunar and solar acceleration contributions
supports the conclusion that the evolution of the spacecraft motion is a reflection
of a coupling between the two perturbative influences.

While the general motion of the spacecraft is dominated by the influence of
the Earth, neither the Moon nor the Sun can be neglected when attempting to
understand the evolution of the associated orbit. Working backward from the epoch
(September 20, 2017) associated with the PAM of the science orbit characterized
in Figures 4–8, the early mission timeline and associated system geometry may be
extrapolated. In Figure 9, the Sun’s general direction is indicated graphically for
particular events in the early phases of the DRM. The figure is depicted in the
Earth–Moon rotating frame, and the central inset of the DRM is borrowed from
Dichmann et al. (2014). For each of the apoapses during the phasing loops, the

Fig. 9 Sun Directions in the Earth–Moon Rotating Frame for Early DRM Events

Sun is located generally opposite the Earth from the spacecraft. This configuration
is also maintained for the lunar swingby, but not for the period adjust maneuver
where the Sun is on the same side of the Earth as the spacecraft. For all of
the configurations in the figure, the spacecraft, Earth and Sun lie very roughly
along the same line, and for the cases where this linear alignment is less accurate
(e.g., apoapses 1 and 2) the spacecraft altitude is generally lower where the solar
influence is decreased.
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The solar impact on the trajectory can be identified from the Sun’s relative
position in the system. While the system geometry as depicted in the rotating
frame reflects various solar positions, the solar motion in the Earth-centered iner-
tial frame is relatively small. However, viewing the geometry in the rotating frame
establishes how the Sun effects the trajectory at apoapses as described by Howell
and Craig Davis (2008). Linear orientations of the Sun, Earth and spacecraft at
apoapsis induce minimal change in the spacecraft’s orbital elements from the solar
influence. As the spacecraft moves into the science phase, the solar direction does
not maintain a particular orientation in the rotating frame for trajectory apoapses.
During the science phase the solar direction fills out a circular band at the solar
distance from the barycenter of the rotating frame, and extends above and below
the x–y plane of the rotating frame consistent with lunar orbital inclination.

A quantitative comparison of the accelerations imparted to the spacecraft from
the Sun and the Moon aids in demonstrating that the trajectory behavior is a gen-
eral reflection of all combined effects. Prado employs an approach to determine
the total contribution of a particular perturbative effect over time by integrating
the associated acceleration components (Prado 2013, 2014). Sanchez (2014) fur-
ther employs and expands this methodology. The cumulative effect of a particular
perturbation over the time-interval, I := [ti, ti + T ], in a given direction may be

calculated by integrating, pj =
∫ ti+T
ti

aj dt, where aj is the acceleration component
corresponding to the perturbation along the specific direction coordinate j, ti is
some initial time and T is some later time (in this case, T is a time horizon similar
to that employed for computing C). Moreover, the total impact of the perturbation

is then computed as p =
∫ ti+T
ti

|a| dt, and the energy imparted to or removed from

the spacecraft motion by the perturbation is evaluated as ∆E =
∫ ti+T
ti

a · v dt.

Computing the various perturbation integrals establishes the relative contri-
butions of each perturbation. All of the integrals are computed using J2000 ECI
dimensional coordinates for this analysis. Invoking a sliding time-scale as used for
computations in preceding sections, the traces in Figure 10 depict the integrated
accelerations along the perturbed baseline solution corresponding to each compo-
nent. At each time step, the subsequent ten years of acceleration data are inte-
grated and plotted. The integrated acceleration components acting on the space-
craft due to lunar gravity, as seen in the ECI J2000 reference frame, appear in
Figure 10(a) while the solar counterparts are plotted in Figure 10(b). Consistent
with the more stable trajectory behavior observed from 30–50 years and again
beginning around 60 years during the evolution, many of the component-wise
acceleration contributions from both the Sun and the Moon are observed to expe-
rience periods of generally lower magnitude. During the transition in behavior that
is apparently triggered at around 60 years, the solar perturbations are observed
to pass through a phase of minimal contribution to the motion. This minimal
phase, coupled with the lowered influence imparted from the Moon during the
same time frame marks the initiation of the subsequent increased stability phase
of the trajectory behavior.

Comparing the overall solar and lunar perturbation contributions in terms of
both magnitude as well as alignment with the spacecraft velocity vector reveals
additional insight. In Figure 11, the magnitude of the lunar and solar accelerations
are integrated, again employing a ten-year sliding time interval. In general, the lu-
nar influence is observed to be approximately double that of the solar influence
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Fig. 10 Sliding 10-Year Integrals of Gravity Perturbations on the Spacecraft (J2000)
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Fig. 11 Overall Solar and Lunar Perturbative Contributions to the Motion

over the 90-year interval and displays an increasing trend over time. Periods of
local minimal contribution appear consistently with the component-wise results
observed in Figure 10. Finally, the transition at around 60 years along the science
orbit evolution is illustrated well by the ∆E integral, i.e.,

∫
a·v dt, again evaluated

for the subsequent 10-year interval originating at each plotted point in Figure 12.
Initially, the solar contribution over each subsequent ten-year interval imparts en-
ergy to the spacecraft motion. The lunar influence fluctuates more rapidly over
this time frame, but it removes energy from the spacecraft motion on average.
This lunar trend gradually decreases over time (i.e., the Moon’s acceleration on
the spacecraft and the spacecraft’s velocity direction slowly begin to align). As
the spacecraft evolution approaches 60 years, the average lunar influence shifts to
impart energy to the spacecraft motion accompanied by an uptick in the solar con-
tribution. At this point, the de facto equilibrium imparted by the lunar and solar
perturbations inverts as the general system behavior changes and the trajectory
enters a more stable phase for a few decades. The spacecraft trajectory in this
particular perturbed baseline case will eventually evolve out of this more stable
phase. Comparisons of the individual lunar and solar perturbative contributions
indicate that the general trends in behavior are a cumulative reflection of all the
model components. Further exploration of these components and nearby solutions
reveals that the trends are very sensitive to small initial variations.
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Fig. 12 Specific Energy Imparted to the Spacecraft Over Time

3.5 Model component analysis

Comparison of the different components that influence the motion along the path
yields some insight into the behavior. However, the goal is to identify particular
aspects of the model that drive the trajectory into a given mode, thus, this analysis
must be performed relative to a solution displaying the behavior of interest. Since
the CG tensor is model-agnostic, evolution of a particular initial state under the
influence of different systems allows for the comparison of flow metrics that are
derived from the Cauchy–Green tensor. In particular, the FTLE values computed
along the trajectory may be compared to indicate a sense of the flow behavior.
For these calculations, it is necessary to periodically reset the initial states for
the lower-fidelity models to remain along the trajectory of interest. Consider the
following strategy:

1. Calculate the baseline trajectory (generated from an initial condition of interest
perturbed from the TESS DRM state) by evolving under the higher-fidelity
ephemeris model, and retain intermediate states at specified intervals, regularly
spaced in time.

2. For each of the intermediate points along the baseline path, calculate the CG
tensor for the length of the given time interval.

3. In addition, transform the baseline state as appropriate to conform to lower-
fidelity models.

4. Compute the STM under the lower-fidelity dynamics for each state.
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5. Transform the STM as necessary to match the reference frame associated with
the baseline, and compute the CGST and FTLE values.

By computing FTLE values for the baseline trajectory and then removing
model components and computing comparative values, the impacts of some effects
are captured. Selecting an appropriate time scale for discretizing the baseline path
is a critical consideration so that the influence of the reduced models is allowed suf-
ficient time to be observable without completely diverging. It is possible to impose
smaller discretization steps and multiply the resulting state transition matrices to
form a composite STM over a longer time interval; but, this method must also
be approached with caution since a time slice that is too small may not allow the
individual lower-fidelity effects to be discernible.

A comparative FTLE analysis is generally sensitive to the selection of both the
integration and normalization times for the FTLE. Some intuition or experimen-
tation is usually required to determine an adequate time scale. For the present
calculations, time slices are collected at each 0.025 nd time steps and composited
to create an STM equivalent to one produced from ∼1.2 years (100 nd) of evolu-
tion. Experimentation with other time scales for slicing and compositing suggests
that the present set of parameters represents an acceptable trade-off for mean-
ingful comparisons. Traces of FTLE values associated with five separate model
formulations using the given time horizon are included in Figure 13.

From Figure 13, it is immediately apparent that two general groupings of be-
havior emerge, that is, one group associated with lower-fidelity models and the
other with the more realistic ephemeris options. Insets associated with the regions
isolated with magenta (a) and red (b) boxes are included in Figure 13 to aid these
comparisons. Embedded in the ephemeris options are many higher-order pertur-
bative effects that are not captured by the circular restricted, elliptic restricted,
and bicircular restricted problems. While general consistencies are apparent in
the long-term behavior as the several large peaks and troughs appear correlated
between lower- and higher-fidelity models, ultimately, over the prescribed time
scales, the lower-fidelity models struggle to capture the combined cumulative ef-
fects of higher-order perturbations. It is also apparent that the addition of the
fourth-body perturbation appears to produce a lesser effect than the introduction
of other components of the lunar orbit. For example, compare the blue and red
traces of inset (a) as well as the teal and black lines in inset (b) in Figure 13 (both
sets generally overlap) to note the relatively small difference associated with in-
troducing the fourth body (the Sun) into the model. Alternatively, the green and
red data in inset (a) reflect the elliptic effects of the lunar orbit.

Given the close association between the Earth–Moon ephemeris and the Earth–
Moon–Sun ephemeris traces (teal and black), a reasonable conclusion is that the
Earth–Moon dynamics are generally more significant, and the cumulative effect of
the higher-order perturbations in lunar motion may play a larger role in this par-
ticular scenario. Further examination of such perturbations and model components
suggests that the problem sensitivity over longer times is a critical component in
the trajectory behavior, potentially sufficient to overshadow any individual con-
tributing factor, as illustrated by inspection of nearby solutions.
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Fig. 13 FTLE Profiles for Ephemeris Baseline (Black) and Reduced-Fidelity Propagations

3.6 Nearby solutions and FTLE profiles

Further exploration in the phase space nearby the initial conditions associated
with the perturbed baseline solution as characterized in Figures 4 and 5 adds
compelling insight into the trajectory behavior. Various strategies for such an in-
spection are available. Rather than employing random nearby initial states or using
a grid-based strategy, a flow-based approach is adopted. In general, the natural
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flow in the system will rapidly align with the largest stretching direction in the
phase space. Thus, seeding initial states along the eigendirection associated with
the largest eigenvalue from the Cauchy–Green tensor allows for a one-dimensional
search direction that will most efficiently spread throughout the phase space. The
CGST is evaluated from the initial state for increasing time horizons until the
largest eigenvector, ξn, stabilizes and before the computation numerically over-
flows. A time horizon of 100 nd time steps is sufficient to accomplish this numerical
balance. The search, then, is designed to maximize the divergence from the initial
state, and the subsequent evolution is associated with the long-term behavior of
the set of seeded trajectories.

A mapping of several FTLE traces provides contextual information for the
long-term trajectory behavior. Recall the FTLE profile depicted initially in Fig-
ure 3; such a profile may be viewed as a one-dimensional track colored by relative
FTLE values and the profile from Figure 3 corresponds to the “row” marked as
zero along the vertical axis in Figure 14 where lower-to-higher FTLE values are
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Fig. 14 FTLE Profiles from the Baseline (Vertical Axis: 0) and Perturbations Along ±ξn

colored using a blue-to-red spectrum color mapping. Five hundred steps along both
the ± directions in ξn are tagged as initial state vectors to form the search set.
Each step is characteristic of a nondimensional step size of 1×10−5. For reference,
in position, 1×10−5 nd ≈ 3.84 km while 1×10−5 nd ≈ 1.02×10−2 m

s in terms of
velocity, but a step along the eigendirection is distributed, likely unequally, in both
position and velocity. The four initial peaks observed in the previous plots (e.g.,
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Figure 3) generally persist under the specified perturbations and are observed as
thick red bands in Figure 14. It is apparent that sometime between 40–60 years,
the solution space becomes generally unpredictable, as the map bleeds into noise.
This time frame correlates to notable shifts in behavior along the original baseline
path. The transition into noisy behavior is a consequence of the chaotic regime,
and is a reflection of the sensitive dependence on the initial conditions. This sen-
sitivity must also be considered within the context of numerical integration error.
For example, a variance in the last digit of only one state component from an
initial condition (given to double precision) may be sufficient to shift a solution
into behavior consistent with a neighboring perturbation after several decades
of propagation. Further analysis, including additional propagations initiated near
transitioning phases, is performed to ensure that the behaviors are, in fact, dy-
namical and not a reflection of numerics.

3.7 Conditions for entering more stable modes

At the conclusion of the science phase of the TESS mission, it may be desirable
to evolve the trajectory into a more constant “disposal mode” described by lower
eccentricity and higher periapse altitude. Such a trajectory is consistent with the
later phases of the perturbed baseline solution investigated in this analysis (Fig-
ures 3 and 5). With some insight into the dynamical context and the associated
complexity, it is possible to isolate conditions for a solution that mimics the ter-
minal phase of the perturbed baseline. Beginning near the peak at ∼57 years in
Figure 3, the subsequent behavior in the nearby phase space is plotted as an FTLE
profile map in Figure 15. In this case, larger (but fewer) steps along ξn are tagged
(±100 steps of size 1×10−4 are traversed).

The plot in Figure 15 illustrates a few key observations. First, relatively small
perturbations drastically shift the behavior—this fact is more pronounced since
the perturbations are induced near the top of a modest FTLE peak (a more sen-
sitive placement). A strip of relatively tame FTLE values (dark blue) is observed
near the baseline (ordinate: 0) and persists for a few steps along the negative ξn
extension. However, perturbing slightly further along the negative ξn direction
produces profiles with “flat”, cerulean FTLE values. These values, despite their
calming coloring, are consistent with trajectories that have been ejected from the
local neighborhood leading to FTLE stabilizations as the trajectory essentially or-
bits the Earth–Moon system (in a rotating perspective). This particular plot helps
to characterize the nearby behavior after transition.

As a consequence of the observations from Figure 15, solutions reflecting tran-
sition into alternate modes are now sought earlier along the evolving trajectory
path. To begin this process, an initial state is sought that minimizes the difference
between the relative system orientation of the spacecraft, the Earth, the Moon
and the Sun with respect to some later configuration that demonstrates desirable
behavior. The inertial positions and velocities of the system components may not
actually be equal to their respective values at the later time, but the overall relative
system configuration should match as closely as possible. For example, conditions
are sought such that the difference in the magnitude of the relative state vectors
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Fig. 15 FTLE Profiles, Baseline and Perturbations Just Prior to Transition Around 60 Years

between the spacecraft and the Moon at two times is minimized, i.e.,

∆sM =
∣∣∣(xs/c

t∗ − x
Moon
t∗

)
−
(
x
s/c
t − xMoon

t

)∣∣∣ , (12)

where values at time t∗ are characteristic of desirable trajectory behavior. This
process is repeated with respect to the Sun’s relative configuration and, then,
a weighted averaging that most closely satisfies all constraints is isolated at a
specific time. In the process of seeking conditions consistent with Equation 12
and the analogous solar conditions, the spacecraft state is necessarily adjusted
in position and velocity. Consequently, an upstream maneuver would be required
to achieve the associated averaged spacecraft state. One such averaged state is
identified at 7.77 years as the trajectory evolves into the first FTLE trough in
Figure 5(f). The FTLE profile map associated with the unaveraged, baseline state
and perturbations is included in Figure 16. Without adjusting the state to meet the
necessary geometric constraints, the FTLE evolution is reflective of the peak-and-
trough behavior along the baseline, however, some differences between Figures 14
and 16 are expected because ξn is computed at the later epoch. Alternatively,
employing the averaged state, the landscape appears significantly different, as is
apparent in Figure 17.

Several features are notable in Figure 17. First, as also observed in Figure 14,
transitioning into the later modes is characterized by an apparent increase in
chaoticity of the system likely associated with an energy change at the tran-
sition. In the case associated with Figure 17, the transitioning behavior is in-
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Fig. 16 Unaveraged, Baseline and Perturbation FTLE Traces

duced much earlier and the resulting FTLE field is populated with several pro-
files that flatten out consistent with escapes (again, characteristic of cerulean
coloring). In general, darker blue FTLE values are consistent with more sta-
ble behavior and several profiles reflect such values as well. A particular con-
tiguous region of dark blue traces that run through the perturbations ranging
xo +

(
−5× 10−3 > ∆ · ξn > −25× 10−3

)
is also noted. Traces characteristic of

such FTLE profiles are reflective of the mode behavior observed in the termi-
nal phase of the original perturbed baseline solution, and they persist for several
decades in many cases. Moreover, interspersed throughout the entire map, roughly
4% of the trajectories maintain the ideal FTLE signatures with slight or no devia-
tions. For example, consider the FTLE trace included as Figure 18(a) that results
from a solution that has been propagated from initial conditions defined from a
step equal to −0.0121×ξn. The plot’s vertical axis is held to scale with Figure 5(f)
for comparison, and the FTLE data for the first 7.77 years from Figure 5(f) is also
included prior to the red dashed line, where the perturbed state is invoked. The as-
sociated radius history is plotted in Figure 18(b). In general, the spacecraft perigee
and apogee radii are further from the Earth and Moon, respectively, lessening the
associated impact of perturbations from these bodies.

By inducing transitioning behavior earlier in the mission time-frame, potential
long-term, increased stability options are available. A specific example associated
with the FTLE trace from Figure 18(a) initiates 7.77 years after the beginning
of the TESS mission, and the 100-year evolution of this solution is included in
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Fig. 17 Averaged State and Perturbation FTLE Traces

Figure 19. This orbit generally fills out a bounded shell in the rotating frame and
serves as an example resulting from the process detailed here. The orbit is observed
to evolve through various modes apparent through the coloring in Figure 19. As
the orbit continues through its 100-year propagation, the coloring ranges from
initial phases represented in blue through intermediate stages with mid-spectrum
colors of yellow and green and ultimately concludes with red coloring interior to
the shell traced out by earlier revolutions. The overall evolution is characterized by
increased rp with respect to the Earth while maintaining a modest upper bound
on ra as the orbit maintains an adequate distance from the Moon. Such a solution
represents many possible options that may be isolated through numerical explo-
ration of perturbations strategically placed in time. These options are isolated by
(1) identifying specific modal behavior exhibited by perturbed solutions, (2) seek-
ing similar system configurations at other times within the path evolution, and
(3) searching the flow behavior of the nearby phase space to identify potential
trajectory responses.

The selected science orbit for the TESS DRM supplies an effective end-of-life
option with a dispose-in-place strategy. However, the sensitive operating regime
allows for the possibility of transitions in the long-term spacecraft trajectory be-
havior that may or may not be acceptable. Greater knowledge of the complex
environment in the vicinity of such a solution can lead to other, useful options.
In the example highlighted in this analysis, particular solutions characterized by
notable long-term behavior may be realized by identifying a particularly advanta-
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Fig. 19 100-Year Ephemeris Evolution of Orbit from Figure 18 (Rotating Frame View)

geous epoch for shifting into alternate modes and perturbing the spacecraft state
to accomplish evolution into the new option. Such an engineered transition would
likely require planning to execute one or more maneuvers at an earlier epoch along
the trajectory evolution and, while likely feasible, would warrant additional anal-
ysis and assessment.

4 Concluding Remarks

The dynamical regime associated with the Earth–Moon–Sun system is rich with
complexity and includes intricate perturbations that lead to chaotic behavior.
After characterizing an orbit, one that is slightly perturbed from and generally
resembling the TESS DRM, this analysis further examines modes of evolving tra-
jectory behavior in the nearby phase space. It is observed that contributing factors
leading to transitioning behavior in associated long-term solutions are coupled and
cumulative. Moreover, the sensitive nature of the design space generally overshad-
ows any independent contribution. Transitions are likely associated with energy
shifts over time that increase the chaoticity of the system. In the resulting, more
complex environment, long-term increased stability options become available, but
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it is observed that the increased sensitivity of the system can potentially perturb
results in an unfavorable way. Care is warranted if such increased-stability options
are considered for mission applications.
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